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NEW QUESTION: 1

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
SalesDB2:
Row data are torn (error 824)
How to Fix Torn Pages
Run DBCC checkdb see for inconsistencies
Check your error logs first and then restore your last backups
and transaction logs.
All backups are lost.
SalesDB3:

Checksum issues for data pages.
FEPAIR_REBUILD
Performs repairs that have no possibility of data loss. This
can include quick repairs, such as repairing missing rows in
non-clustered indexes, and more time-consuming repairs, such as
rebuilding an index.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/backu
p- restore/manage-the-suspect-pages-table-sql-server

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user wants to purchase a new computer to use word processing
software only. Which of the following computer types should be
recommended?
A. Thin client
B. Gaming PC
C. Home server
D. CAD workstation
Answer: A
Explanation:
http://www.thinclient.net/pdf/Thin_Client_Benefits_Paper.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
A technician is tasked with finding and labeling where a
network connection terminates in a patch panel. Which of the
following tools would be BEST for the technician to use?
A. RJ-45 loopback plug
B. Patch panel punchdown tool
C. Tone generator and probe
D. Ethernet cable tester
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
The CTO says he/she has a number of existing storage units from
different vendors, end wishes to bind them together under a
common management point, pooling their resources to increase
utilization and avoid performance bottlenecks.
What is this CTO talking about?
A. Storage virtualization
B. Automatic storage tiering
C. Storage load balancing
D. Storage pooling
Answer: A
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